EVERSMILES
ACS COURSE

Unit 18U, 951 Wilson Ave, North York, ON, M3K 2A7

WWW.EVERSMILES.CA

WHY EVERSMILES
- Innovative methods of training
At EverSmiles we present new methods of training in the
realm of clinical skills course. Our instructors along with our
staff and faculty, strive to keep up-to-date with the most
recent advancements and methods of training to ensure that
Eversmiles creates the best opportunity for success in the
ACS exam.

- State of the art facilities

- Interactive discussion sessions
During the course there are several discussion sessions
based on participants' progress. This is not a simple lecture
based session but a highly interactive session where every
possible strategies and techniques would be reviewed in
order to give students a better view of each topic.

- Friendly environment
- Very easy access from all corners of GTA

WHAT'S INCLUDED
- Short term courses for specific projects
- Live demonstrations
- One-on-one sessions
In One-on-One sessions provide the participants with the opportunity
to ask more questions and to ask the instructors to give them a demo.
There is more privacy in these sessions and they can benefit from
private tutoring.

- Power-point discussions for all projects
- Individual assessment sessions
This is one of the unique features of EverSmiles’s clinical skills
course. Participants will be observed during the course and they can
ask their questions at the moment form the instructors. On the other
hand instructors can assess participants continuously during the
course and give them specific advice wherever they need.

- High quality demo videos
- Mock exams and discussion sessions
- Comprehensive conclusion sessions

INSTRUCTORS
UPCOMING ACS COURSES
5 MONTHS | JAN 6 - JUNE 5|
Full day access (7am - 10 pm)
| $6,900 + HST

4 MONTHS | FEB 3 - JUNE 5|
FULL DAY ACCESS (7 AM - 10 PM)
| $5,900 + HST
DR. MAJID ZAKERI
Dr. Zakeri passed the NDEB
equivalency exams with remarkable
scores in his first attempt.

3 MONTHS | MAR 3 - JUNE 5|
FULL DAY ACCESS (7 AM - 10 PM)
| $4,900 + HST

His great passion for teaching led
him to become an instructor at the
University of Toronto's
Prosthodontics department since
2019.

Crash Course
*Contact for details

His aim during the ACS classes is to
present and transfer all of his
experience and knowledge in an
organized way and to make this part
of the dentistry equivalency process
simple and manageable for all
candidates. For this aim he has a
concrete plan which helps you get
the most out of your practice during
the course.

DR. ALI AGHIANI
Dr. Ali Aghiani as our new ACS
instructor. He passed the ACS with
brilliant result on June 2018 and
since then he has been teaching
many people in this field and helping
many participants to clear this tough
exam. He has a lot to share with ACS
candidates as he loves teaching and
has pretty unique methods in this
realm.Dr. Aghiani Speaks Russian,
English and Farsi fluently.

Weekly Schedule:

CONTACT US
Unit 18 U, 951 Wilson Ave, North York, M3K 2A7
(416) 901-1890

www.EverSmiles.ca
Info@eversmiles.ca
EverSmilesToronto

